
Flower Tea

The 1st Indonesia’s Local Flower Tea 

SWARGA Flower tea and co.

Company Profile

REQUIREMENTS

Why joining and investing Fantastea 
business is the right choice?

Market IncreaseUp to date DesignProfessional 
Management

The 1st Indonesia’s
Local Flowertea

Customer Oriented Potential brand

Applicable systemRoutine Supply Quick ROI

BENEFITS

Counter KitLocation Survey Recruitment & 
Employee training

Promotion Package Manual Book Accounting Software

Quality Control National Media 
Promotion

Solid 
Team Management

FANTASTEA PRODUCT’S

“A phenomenal sensation sees the beauty of the color 
in a serving cup of the tea. “It’s super cool”. It’s 
processed to become a variety of beverages.”

The richness flavour of beautiful flower tea, combine 
the taste and the benefits of the tea aesthetically. We 

exist from the tea farmers’ spirit in Kalasan to 
preserve the Indonesia natural products and to gain 

their benefits.



The richness flavour of beautiful flower tea, 
combine the taste and the benefits of the tea 

aesthetically. 

We exist from the tea farmers’ spirit in Kala-
san to preserve the Indonesia natural prod-

ucts and to gain their benefits.

“When the art meets the pleasure 
and the savour of drinking 

flower tea”

SWARGA PRODUCT’S SWARGA PRODUCT’S
COORPORATE

WITH US!

AND GET OUR SPECIAL BENEFIT

SERIES # 1 BANYU BIRU

BASIC FLOWERTEA

Blue tea not only has a beauti-
ful and interesting color but 
also has a lot of benefits to be 
periodically consumed.

SERIES 2# - KEMBANG MEKAR

The beauty of the flower, the fresh taste and the 
possessed benefits harmonize fulfilling the soul.

SERIES # 3 GREEN MIRACLE

The attractive green color, unique taste that cannot be 
defeated makes it as one of the flavoring complement 
choices.

Made of Bunga Telang 
(Butterfly Pea)

Made of Rosella

Made of Kelor (Moringa)

MIXED TEA

SERIES # 4 
WEDANG SWARGA

The combination between flower tea and the peculiar Indone-
sian herbs produce the beautiful and dazzling purple color, it is 
appropriate for you who like freshness, with fascinating aroma 
and complete benefits.

Made of Bunga Telang (Butterfly Pea), Rosella, Cinnamon 
and  Kapulaga (Cardamom)

SERIES # 5 WEDANG WANGI

The combination between 
flower tea and the peculiar 
Indonesian herbs produce the 
beautiful and dazzling purple 
color, it is appropriate for you 
who like freshness, with fasci-
nating aroma and complete 
benefits.

Made of Bunga Telang (Butterfly Pea) and Sereh Wangi 
(Lemongrass)

SERIES # 8 WEDANG  UWUH

The mixing of flower tea and herbs produce the unique 
savory, it is strong and gives a warm feeling for the soul.

Fennel, cardamom, clove, cinnamon, black pepper, lawang 
flower, Pandan leaves, Javanese chili, lemongrass, ginger, 
butterfly pea

SERIES # 9 BUTTERFLY PEA LATTE

This is the choice for the milk fans, the combination between 
flower tea and herbs, it produces the fresh, warm, and 
creamy tastes, it is a good choice for every situation.

(Fennel, cardamom, clove, cinnamon, 
black pepper, lawing flower, pandan 
leaves, Javanese chili, lemongrass, 
ginger, butterfly pea, orange leaves, 
nutmeg, fullcream milk)

SERIES # 6 WEDANG SABDARIFA

The blue color with a calming 
aromatic for the soul, it increases 
the appetite and increases the 
flavor.

Made of Bunga Telang 
(Butterfly Pea) and Rosella

SERIES # 7 WEDANG 
CINNAMON

The freshness will always present with the tempting 
purple color

Made of Bunga Telang (Butterfly Pea) and Rosella

- Butterfly Pea Noodle Bandung 
- Rainbow Noodle Bandung
- Bava Cassava Stick 

SNACK and COOKIES

MIX FLOWER TEA SACHET & DIP

Merchandise KombuchaSyrup 5 Sachet / dip10 Sachet / dip

BUNDLING

COSTUMIZE FLOWER TEA SET

From the whole variant can be combined as 
a complement to the presentation of a food product 

Example: Swarga x Bread or Swarga x Bluecafe

From the basic product we have, we can make tea 
with special packaging or a mixture of flower tea 
made according to the demands and needs of a 

company

From the whole variant can be combined as 
a complement to the presentation of a food product 

Example: Swarga x Bread or Swarga x Bluecafe


